that the group ((bax)p, (ba2)p,... ,(ban)p) has order p" then Bn = (b, ax, a2,..., an) is isomorphic to En \ Zp.
Proof. It can be easily shown that the group En \ Zp is isomorphic to the group wn = (y> xv> / -1, • • •, »! J = 0, •. •, p -11 y" = xfj = 1, x,jXmn = xm"xu, y~xxtjy = xjj+x, where j + 1 is taken modulo p). Since the correspondence y -* b, Xjj -» b~Ja¡bj determines an epimorphism of Wn onto Bn, it suffices to show that Wn\ = \Bn\ = Pnp+l or that \An\ = p"p, where An is a subgroup of Bn generated by all bja¡bj, i = 1,..., n; j = 0,..., p -1. We proceed by induction on n.
By III.10.5a of [3] Bn is not regular, so the case n = 1 follows immediately from III.10.2b of [3] . Now let C" be a subgroup of ./!" for n ^ 2 generated by all b~Ja¡bj, i = 2,..., n; j = 0,..., p -1. By the induction (6,Cn) -En_x \ Zp and so |C"| = p(n-i)p smce \Z(En_x \ Z )\ = pn~l and all (ba¡)p centralize b, the assumption gives Z((b,Cn))= ((ba2)p,...,(ba")p). Moreover Z(BX) = ((bax)p). Each nontrivial normal subgroup of a finite /7-group intersects nontrivially its center, so {(bax)p) is the smallest nontrivial normal subgroup of Bx. Now if Ax n C" # {1}, then y4[ D C" is a normal subgroup of Z?! and by the foregoing (bax)p e^n C". The element (bax)p centralizes b, so (bax)p g Z«è,C"»= ((ba2)p.(ban)p) which contradicts the assumption of the lemma. Thus Ax n C" = {1} and |/4"| = MiQI = Mil ICI = />"p-It ends the Proof- Proof. We consider separately the cases p = 2 and p > 2. Case 1 : p = 2. It is well known that the wreath product Z2 \ Z2 is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 8. Hence U(G) contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z2 \ Z2 if and only if it contains two noncommuting involutions.
Let y be a noncentral involution of G and x an element of G noncommuting with y. Let o(x) = 2k, k > 2, and í = 1 + x(l + x2 ). Since t2 = 1 we can assume that iy = yt, that is v + xy + x2 + ly = y + yx + yx2 +1. Thus yx = x2 +ly and (x, y) = x2 . If k -2, then xy is an involution noncommuting with v. Thus let k > 2 and 5=1+
x(l + x2 ")(1 + _y). A straightforward computation shows that j 2 = 1 and sy =t= ys.
Suppose now that |ñ,(G)| > 23 or |fi,(G)| = 22 and G' ^ fi^G). By the forego- License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Now let G' =£ ßi(G) and |ß,(G)| = 2. By III.8.2 of [3] G is a generalized quaternion group of order ^ 24. Let x and y be elements of G such that x8 = 1, y2 = x4, y~lxy = x'\ Then 1 + (1 + x2)(x + y), 1 + (1 + x2)(x + xv) are noncommuting involutions of U(G). The computation is straightforward and we omit it. Case 2: p > 2. Let y be a noncentral element of G of order p and let x be an element of G such that z = (x, _y) e Cc(x) n CG(>0-The group # = (>>, z) is clearly normalized by x and, since zp = (x, y)p = (x, yp) = 1, it is an elementary abelian group of order p2. Let A be the group generated by elements am" = 1 + x"'z"Y, 1 <m</J -1, 0<«</> -1, where F denotes the sum of the elements of F = (j>). Observe that the group A is elementary abelian. Indeed, if / #j, 1 < /', 7 < /> -1, then Yx'txJ = # and hence Yx'Yx'Yxk = 0 for all i, j, k. Thus The following lemma can be easily derived from III.11.2 of [3] . Thus the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2 show that U(G) does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to Z2 I Z2.
Remark 2. Let Q = (x. y: x2 = y2, x4 = 1, y~lxy = x"1) be the quaternion group, F = GF(2) and / = (1 + x2)F[Q]. Since /r'(l + x2)gh = (1 + x2)g for all g.h^Q, we have 1 + / < Z(£/(£>))• We claim that all involutions of U(Q) lie in 1 + /. Indeed, the elements x, y, t = 1 + x + y generate U(Q) modulo 1+1 and no element of the set S = {x, y, xy, t, xi, yt, xyt} is an involution. Since I2 = 0, all elements of 1 + / are of order < 2. Now the equality i/(ô) -0 +/)u U (i + /)« .se S proves the claim. Observe that Q is not a /»¡-group. 
